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Candidales are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Anempt AII questions.
The fgules ih the margin indicale Full Merks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

Attempt All questions.

The figrtres in the margin indicate dull Mark*
Assume suitable data if necessary.

Discuss the roles of IANA. Explain ISP and how do they interconnect? Show the

interconnection of tierl ,tier2 and iier3 ISP. 13+2+31

Describe Ipv4 header structure with suitable diagram. Describe internet RFC along wittl

its streams. [6+4]

With regards to HTTP protocol, write the difference between persistent and Non
persistent connection. Wht HTTPS is not used for all web traf{c? [5+3]

Why do you need AJAX programming? Explain DOM tree and Rendering tree used for

the rend"iitrg of a web paee. t2+81

What is RADIUS server used for? Explain configuration of RADIUS server along with
proper network architecture. How CARP works? [5+3]

Design the redundant/loop free intranet for a Bank having 5 branches in diflerent

locations rvith a central internet department. Internet department contain DNS, DHCP'

Email, FTp, Webserver and Database server. The internet department has been

implemented the security mechanisnrs like firewall and IDS and VPN. Each branches

have 50 computers, each is provided internet facility. The Bank has purchased a network

of 240A0:4206::132 ftom APNIC. Propose appropriate equipment (L1, L2 and L3) and

physical links for the intranet design with proper IP addresses allocation. [10]

Compare internet, intranet and extranet in terms of their benefits and drawbacks. Briefly
explain IPSec components and its features. [6+4]

Write short notes on:

a) Universal Internet Browsing
b) Virtual Web Hosting

What is VOIP? Describe briefly SaaS, PaaS and IaaS as service models of cloud.

***

[2x4]

[2+6J
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S-ubjgct: - Internet I Intranet Technology (CT754)

'/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
'/ Attempt All questions.

'/ The figures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
,/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

Explain ISPs and how they are interconnected and also explain distinguishing feature of a
tier-l, tier 2 and tier 3 ISPs. 14+61

List the advanced features of IPv6. Describe IPv6 header format with suitable diagram.
Describe internet RFC along with its streams. t10l
What is PGP? Explain the operation of PGP for authentication and confidentiality with
necessary diagrams. tlO]
Explain different types of web virtual hosting mechanism with an example. Write down
the major steps while configuring named based virtual hosting. [5+5]
Explain RADIUS server with its functions. What is cookie? What are the types of cookie?
Explain. [5+5]
Design the redundanVloop free network for 3 stories XYZ insurance company having 5
departments including Internet department. Internet department contain serve farm with
server links DNS, DHCP, Email, FTP, insurance application server and webserver. The
main internet routers which will be connected to multiple upstream provider. Beside
Intemet department, other 4 departments have 20 computers each. Propose appropriate
equipment (Ll,L2 and L3) and physical wires for the network design.

How internet should evolve to support better multimedia?.Explain different classes of
multimedia application with suitable example?

Write short notes on: (any two)

i) WYSIWYG authoring tool
ii) HTTP
iii) FTP
iv) Proxy land balancing

6.

7.

8.

lr2]

14+61
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt AII questions.
The ligures in the margin indicate FuIl Marhs.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

Define and compare Internet and Intranet. Discuss the need and use of Domain Name
system (DNS) over the internet.

1.

2. Compare the IP datagram fragmentation process in IPv4 and IPv6 with an example.
3. Explain ttre role of conditional GET in web browsing? What are the essential

components of 3 -tier clienVserver architecture ?

4- How HTTP works? Explain different methods of HTTp. write
hosting.

14+41

ll 0l

14+41

the concept of virtual
[3+3+4]

5. What is intranet implementation? Explain the procedure to follow for intranet
implementation. Write the concept of Virtual Private Network (VpN). [2,+4+4]

6. Design the redrxrdant network for IOE Pulchowk campus with 4 departments including
ISP departrrrent which are around 400m a part from rurit other. Three departments have 5
labs each with around 24 computers in each room. ISP contains server farm with seryer
like DNS, DHCP, Email, FTP and webseryer anct the main internet router which will be
connected to upstream provider. Propose appropriate equipment (L l, LZ and L3) and
physical wires for the network design. ' \ 

UZt
Explain the Inter-relationship of e-commerce with internet. Explain the concept of cloud
and grid computing in brief. i - 

[5+5]
Write short notes on: (Any three) 

[3xa]
a) Proxy load balancing
b) xDSL
c) Internet ecosystem
d) E-mail agents and third functions

7.

tNr**
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S ubj ec_1yl' _tnte;rnet and Intranet (cT754)

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt All questions.
The figures in the margin indicate Fult Marks.
Assume suitable data if necessory.-

what is the application of TCP/IP? compare IPv4 and Ipv6 on the basic of routing.
Define client/server architecture with its benefits and drawbacks. Discuss the FTpclienVserver operation with its types.

3 ' what are the guidelines to design prop:r network system? you are asked to design aNetwork system for the organiiation which has z different buildings at less than 500meter distance. The main building is 5
third floor. There are 3 compute r trai
computers at each lab. you need to provid
computers for staffs. Connect two buil
multiple numbers of Wireless Ap and/or
Prepare the required technical documents

4' How are the ISPS interconnected? Explain distinguishing feature of atier-1, tier 2 andtier3 ISPs.

5' Explain different type of virtual hosting with an example. write down the major stepswhile configuring named based virtual hbsting.

6' Describe how content distribution network reduces the delay in receiving a requestedobject' will content distribution reduce the delay for all objects requested by a user?Explain your answer with appropriate figure. .

7 ' What is VOIP and IP Interconnection? Discuss basic operation of VOIp.
8. Write short notes on: (any three)

a) Content Filtering
b) AJAX
c) HTTP
d) Cookies

[4+4]

14+61

[2+10]

14+61

[4+6]

18+21

tBl
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{ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Attempt All questions.
{ TlrcJigures in the margin indicate Full Mar*s.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

t What is internet backbone network? Explain the major components/organization of- intemet ecosystem.

2. Define intemet RFC. How differently lP datagram fragmentation is carried out in IPv4
and IPv6? Explain each with example.

3; What do you mean by SMTP? Explain the types of FTP and its working principle.

4. How are XML and JAVA SCRIPTS used together to develop client-side web
applications?

5. NITC building had 4 research labs each having 24 computers. All labs are located at the
l't floor. Each computer is to be connected-in the network from NCR located at2fr floor.
Prepare a bill of quality (BoQ) with necessary network resotrces required for complete
networking. The BoQ must include estimation of all network resources required.

6. Compare intranet and internet in terms of benefits and drawbacks. Discuss in detail about
firewall and content filtering.

7. What do you mean by IRC and FoIP? Discuss in detail about the building blocks of e-
commerce.

8. Write short notes on:

a) AJAX-
b) Virtual web hosting

**rf
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[2+8]
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